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Abstract
We study the number of elliptic curves, up to isomorphism, over a fixed
quartic field K having a prescribed torsion group T as a subgroup. Let
T = Z/mZ ⊕ Z/nZ, where m|n, be a torsion group such that the modular
curve X1(m,n) is an elliptic curve. Let K be a number field such that there
is a positive and finite number of elliptic curves E over K having T as a
subgroup. We call such pairs (T,K) exceptional. It is known that there are
only finitely many exceptional pairs when K varies through all quadratic
or cubic fields. We prove that when K varies through all quartic fields,
there exist infinitely many exceptional pairs when T = Z/14Z or Z/15Z and
finitely many otherwise.
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1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the number of elliptic curves over a fixed quartic
field having a given torsion group T as a subgroup. We do not require T to be
the full torsion subgroup. When counting elliptic curves, we always mean up to
K-isomorphism, and we do this without mention throughout this paper.
First we recall what is known about torsion of elliptic curves over quartic
number fields. It was shown in [7, Theorem 3.6.] that the if K varies over all
quartic fields and E varies over all elliptic curves over K the groups that appear
infinitely often as E(K)tors are exactly the following:
Z/N1Z, N1 = 1, . . . , 18, 20, 21, 22, 24,
Z/2Z ⊕ Z/2N2Z, N2 = 1, . . . , 9,
Z/3Z ⊕ Z/3N3Z, N3 = 1, 2, 3,
1
Z/4Z ⊕ Z/4N4Z, N4 = 1, 2,
Z/N5Z⊕ Z/N5Z, N5 = 5, 6.
An infinite family of elliptic curves over quartic fields with each of these torsion
groups is constructed in [8]. It is not known whether an elliptic curve over
a quartic field can have any torsion group apart from the ones listed above.
Kamienny, Stein and Stoll1 have announced the proof that if an elliptic curve
over a quartic field has a point of prime order p, then p ≤ 17.
Let K be a number field and let m divide n. Denote by Y1(m,n) the affine
modular curve whose K-rational points classify isomorphism classes of the triples
(E,Pm, Pn), where E is an elliptic curve (over K) and Pm and Pn are torsion
points (over K) which generate a subgroup isomorphic to Z/mZ ⊕ Z/nZ. For
simplicity, we write Y1(n) instead of Y1(1, n). Let X1(m,n) be the compactifica-
tion of the curve Y1(m,n) obtained by adjoining its cusps. Note that X1(m,n)
is defined over Q(ζm), where ζm is the m-th primitive root of unity.
By Mazur’s torsion theorem [12, 13], all the possible torsion groups of an
elliptic curve over Q are known. There are 15 of them, and for all torsion groups
Z/mZ⊕Z/nZ, the corresponding modular curves X1(m,n) are curves of genus 0.
This makes the torsion groups from Mazur’s theorem uninteresting to us, since
there are infinitely many curves containing any of these torsions over any number
field. If X1(m,n) is of genus 0, but such that Z/mZ⊕ Z/nZ does not appear as
torsion over Q, then it appears 0 or infinitely many times, and it is not hard to
determine (by the Hasse principle) which of these cases actually happens.
On the other hand, for torsion groups T = Z/mZ⊕Z/nZ, such that X1(m,n)
is a curve of genus ≥ 2, there are only finitely many curves containing T over
any number field K. This is a trivial consequence of Faltings’ theorem [5], since
X1(m,n)(K) has only finitely many points.
This leaves the, for our purposes, interesting cases whenX1(m,n) is an elliptic
curve. One can see for example in [7, Theorem 2.6, Proposition 2.7] that this is
the case only for (m,n) = (1, 11), (1, 14), (1, 15), (2, 10), (2, 12), (3, 9), (4, 8)
or (6, 6). We denote the set of these torsion groups by S.
Let K be a number field such that there is a positive and finite number of
elliptic curves E over K containing T , where T ∈ S. We call the pairs (T,K)
exceptional.
Note that an exceptional pair exists, for a given torsion T = Z/mZ⊕Z/nZ ∈
S, over a number field K ⊃ Q(ζm) if and only if the following conditions hold:
1. rank(X1(m,n)(K)) = 0.
1see Michael Stoll’s notes of a talk given at ANTS IX:
http://www.mathe2.uni-bayreuth.de/stoll/talks/ANTS2010-1-EllTorsion.pdf
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2. At least one of the torsion points of X1(m,n)(K) is not a cusp (note that
this implies |X1(m,n)(K)|tors > |X1(m,n)(Q(ζm))|tors).
The main results of this paper can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. 1. Let T = Z/14Z or Z/15Z. There exist infinitely many quartic
fields K over which there exists a positive finite number of elliptic curves E
such that T is a subgroup of E(K). There are also infinitely many quartic
fields K over which there are infinitely many elliptic curves E with T ⊂
E(K).
2. Let T = Z/11Z, Z/2Z⊕Z/12Z, Z/3Z⊕Z/9Z, Z/4Z⊕Z/8Z, Z/6Z⊕Z/6Z
or a torsion group parameterized by a modular curve of genus 0. Over
every quartic field such that there exists one elliptic curve containing T ,
there exist infinitely many.
3. There is exactly one elliptic curve containing Z/2Z⊕Z/10Z over Q(√2i+ 1).
Over all other quartic fields there is either 0 or infinitely many elliptic
curves containing Z/2Z⊕ Z/10Z.
4. For all other torsion groups T and for all quartic fields K, there are finitely
many (maybe none) elliptic containing T over K.
Remark 1. Note that the first case in Theorem 1 does not happen over
quadratic and cubic fields, while all the others do.
Remark 2. It is not hard to work out, by using the results from this paper
and invoking [7, Theorem 3.6.], that if one would want to count, for all possible
T , the number of elliptic curves having T as the full torsion (not just as a sub-
group), that all one would have to do is to determine whether each of the groups
from Mazur’s theorem appears over every quartic field as the full torsion group
for infinitely many curves (we certainly believe this to be true). Note that the
fact that there are infinitely many elliptic curves with T as its full torsion group,
for every T from Mazur’s theorem, was proved for cubic fields in [15].
Before proving the statements of Theorem 1, in Section 2 we briefly recall
results about exceptional pairs over quadratic and cubic fields and show that
their finiteness should be of no surprise.
2 Exceptional pairs over quadratic and cubic fields
It is known that there are only 3 exceptional pairs over all quadratic fields. These
are the pairs (Z/14Z,Q(
√−7)), (Z/15Z,Q(√5)) and (Z/15Z,Q(√−15)). There
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are exactly two elliptic curves over Q(
√−7) with torsion Z/14Z and one curve
with torsion Z/15Z over each of the fields Q(
√
5) and Q(
√−15). The proofs and
explicit models of the curves in question can be found in [9].
Similarly, there exist only two exceptional pairs over cubic fields, (Z/11Z,K1)
and (Z/14Z,K2), where the definition of K1 and K2 can be found in [15]. There
is exactly one elliptic curve with torsion Z/11Z over K1 and two curves with
torsion Z/14Z over K2. The proofs and explicit models of these curves and fields
can also be found in [15].
The finiteness of exceptional pairs over quadratic and cubic fields is not sur-
prising, as it follows trivially from the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Let A be a set of number fields such that there exists a bound
B such that every number field K ∈ A is of degree ≤ B and that for all fields
K ∈ A, the only subfield of K is Q. Then there are only finitely many exceptional
pairs (T,K), with K ∈ A.
Proof. Let {d1, . . . , dk} be the set of the degrees of all fields in A. For every di,
by the Uniform Boundness Conjecture (which is a theorem of Merel [14]), there
exists a bound Ni such that an elliptic curve over a field of degree di cannot have
a point of order greater than Ni. Let N = max{Ni}. So for any number field
K ∈ A there exists no elliptic curve with a point of order > N . Let X1(m,n) be
an elliptic (modular) curve and L the field obtained by adjoining all the n-torsion
points of X1(m,n), for all n ≤ N . We conclude that X1(m,n) has torsion larger
over K ∈ A than over Q only if K contains a subfield 6= Q of L. Since the only
proper subfield of K is Q, this implies that K is a subfield of L. But since L is
a number field, there are only finitely many subfields of L and we are done.
The set of all fields of degree p, where p is a fixed prime, satisfies the assump-
tions of Proposition 2, so a trivial corollary of it is that there are only finitely
many exceptional curves over all fields of degree p.
Note that the assumption in Proposition 2 that all K ∈ A have no proper
subfields is necessary. If this assumption is removed, then, using the notation as
in the proof of Proposition 2, there can exist infinitely many K ∈ A such that
K ∪ L is some subfield of L over which X1(m,n) has torsion larger than over Q.
We will see precisely this phenomenon in the next section.
3 Exceptional pairs for torsion Z/14Z and Z/15Z
In this section we prove that there are infinitely many exceptional pairs (T,K)
where T = Z/14Z or Z/15Z and K runs through all quartic fields.
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Our strategy will use the fact that there exist exceptional pairs over quadratic
fields. Let L be the quadratic field from such an exceptional pair. We then find
infinitely many quadratic extensions K of L, such that there is still only finitely
many elliptic curves over K containing T .
It is easy to see that this happens if and only if the corresponding modular
curve X1(m,n) remains a rank 0 elliptic curve over the biquadratic field K.
By E(d) we denote the quadratic twist of E by d. We will use the well-known
fact [20, Exercise 10.16.] that if K is a number field, L a quadratic extension of
K, L = K(
√
d), and E an elliptic curve defined over K, then
rank(E(L)) = rank(E(K)) + rank(E(d)(K)).
In our case if F = Q(
√
d1,
√
d2), since the modular curves X1(n) are defined
over Q, we have
rank(X1(n)(Q(
√
d1,
√
d2)) = rank(X1(n)(Q(
√
d1))+
+rank(X
(d2)
1 (n)(Q(
√
d1)) = rank(X1(n)(Q))+
+rank(X
(d1)
1 (n)(Q)) + rank(X
(d2)
1 (n)(Q)) + rank(X
(d1d2)
1 (n)(Q)).
We start with X1(14). Since we know that there is a positive finite number of
elliptic curves over Q(
√−7) with 14-torsion, we have to prove that there exists in-
finitely many quadratic extensions F of Q(
√−7) such that rank(X1(14)(Q(
√−7,√
d)) = 0. We actually prove a stronger statement, namely that there are in-
finitely many primes p such that
rank(X1(14)(Q(
√−7,√p)) = 0.
As previously noted we have to prove
rank(X1(14)(Q(
√−7,√p))) = rank(X1(14)(Q)) + rank(X(−7)1 (14)(Q))+
+rank(X
(p)
1 (14)(Q)) + rank(X
(−7p)
1 (14)(Q)) = 0.
As we already know that rank(X1(14)(Q)) = rank(X
(−7)
1 (14)(Q)) = 0, we
have to find primes p such that
rank(X
(p)
1 (14)(Q)) = rank(X
(−7p)
1 (14)(Q)) = 0.
We do this by examining Selmer groups. We will do a descent using 2-
isogenies. This method is well suited for our purposes, since both X1(14)(Q)
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and X1(15)(Q) have points of order 2. A more thorough treatment and proofs
associated with descent via 2-isogenies can be found in [20].
Suppose an elliptic curve E over Q (we can specialize to Q, as we are going
to do descent over Q) has a point of order 2. Then E can be written as
E : y2 = x3 + ax2 + bx
with a, b ∈ Z. There exists a 2-isogeny φ from E to
E′ : y2 = x3 − 2ax2 + (a2 − 4b)x.
There is also a dual isogeny ψ : E′ → E such that ψ ◦ φ = [2]E and φ ◦ψ = [2]E′ .
Define the map α : E(Q)→ Q∗/Q∗2 as α(O) = Q∗2, α((0, 0)) = bQ∗2 and for all
other points P = (x, y) ∈ E(Q), α((x, y)) = xQ∗2. In exactly the same way we
define the map β : E′(Q)→ Q∗/Q∗2. One can show that Im(α) is isomorphic to
E(Q)/ψ(E′(Q)) and Im(β) is isomorphic to E′(Q)/φ(E(Q)).
The relation
rank(E(Q)) = dimF2(Im(α)) + dimF2(Im(β)) − 2 (1)
yields the desired rank.
It can be shown that Im(α) consists of classes b1Q
∗2, where b1 is squarefree,
b = b1b2, such that the homogenous space
Cb1 : a
2 = b1u
4 + au2v2 + b2v
4
has a non-trivial solutions in integers. Note that one can assume (u, v) = 1
without loss of generality. A similar statement holds for Im(β).
The set of classes b1Q
∗2 such that Cb1 is locally solvable everywhere (including
at ∞) is called the Selmer group corresponding to the 2-isogeny ψ and we denote
it by S(ψ).
Similarly, we denote the Selmer group corresponding to the 2-isogeny φ by
S(φ).
As the Selmer groups give an upper bound for the rank,
rank(E(Q)) = dimF2 Im(α) + dimF2 Im(β)− 2 ≤ dimF2 S(φ) + dimF2 S(ψ)− 2,
this gives us a method of proving that a certain elliptic curve has rank 0.
We turn out attention back to X1(14).
Theorem 3. Let p be a prime satisfying p ≡ 3 (mod 8) and (p7) = 1. Then
rank(X
(p)
1 (14)(Q)) = rank(X
(−7p)
1 (14)(Q)) = 0.
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Proof. We give only a short version of the proof, as the complete proof would be
quite technical and can be easily reproduced.
For simpler notation we write E(n) instead of X
(n)
1 (14)(Q) and E
′(n) for the
curve 2-isogenous to E(n). An explicit model of X1(14) can be found in [23]. We
write the relevant curves in short Weierstrass form:
E(p) : y2 = x3 − 11px2 + 32p2x,
E(−7p) : y2 = x3 + 77px2 + 1568p2x,
E′(p) : y2 = x3 + 22px2 − 7p2x,
E′(−7p) : y2 = x3 − 154px2 − 343p2x.
Suppose p ≡ 3 (mod 8) and (p7 ) = 1 and let φ1 be the 2-isogeny from E(p) to
E′(p) and ψ1 its dual.
The Selmer groups S(ψ1) and S(φ1) are contained in 〈−1, 2, 7, p〉 ⊂ Q∗/(Q∗)2.
By examining the corresponding homogenous spaces locally and using the con-
ditions on p, one can show that S(ψ1) = 〈2〉. Similarly one can show that
S(φ1) = 〈−7〉.
This proves that rank(X
(p)
1 (14)(Q)) = 0.
Let φ2 be the 2-isogeny from E(−7p) to E′(−7p) and ψ2 its dual. S(ψ2) and
S(φ2) are again contained in 〈−1, 2, 7, p〉 ⊂ Q∗/(Q∗)2.
As before, one can easily deduce by local considerations that S(ψ2) = 〈2〉 and
S(φ2) = 〈−7〉 which implies rank(X(−7p)1 (14)(Q)) = 0.
Corollary 4. There exists infinitely many primes p such that for K = Q(
√−7,√p),
the pair (Z/14Z,K) is exceptional.
Proof. By Dirichlet’s theorem on arithmetic progressions there are infinitely many
primes satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3, and hence satisfying
rank(X1(Q(
√−7,√p))) = 0.
Theorem 5. Let p be a prime satisfying p ≡ 7 (mod 8), p ≡ 2 (mod 3) and(p
5
)
= −1. Then rank(X(p)1 (15)(Q)) = rank(X(−15p)1 (15)(Q)) = 0.
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Proof. For simplicity we denote X
(p)
1 (15)(Q) by E(p) and the 2-isogenous curve
by E′(p). An explicit model of X1(15) can be found in [23]. The curve E(p) is,
when changed to short Weierstrass form,
E(p) : y2 = x3 − 7px2 + 16p2x.
The elliptic curves E(−15p), E′(p) and E′(−15p) are constructed as in the proof
of Theorem 3.
We denote φ1 to be the 2-isogeny from E(p) to E
′(p), ψ1 its dual, φ2 the
2-isogeny from E(−15p) to E′(−15p), and ψ2 its dual.
One can se that
S(ψ1), S(φ1), S(ψ2), S(φ2) ⊂ 〈−1, 2, 3, 5, p〉 ⊂ Q∗/(Q∗)2.
By using the assumptions on p and examining the corresponding homogenous
spaces locally, one can show that S(ψ1) is trivial, i.e. dimF2 S(ψ1) = 0 and
S(φ1) = 〈−15, p〉. It follows that rank(X(p)1 (15)(Q)) = 0.
It is easy to work out that S(ψ2) is trivial and S(φ2) = 〈−15, p〉. It follows
that rank(X
(−15p)
1 (15)(Q)) = 0.
In a similar manner as Corollary 4, one can prove the following.
Corollary 6. There exists infinitely many primes p such that for K = Q(
√−15,√p),
the pair (Z/15Z,K) is exceptional.
We would also like to know the number of fields such that there are infinitely
many elliptic curves with a subgroup isomorphic to T , where T = Z/14Z or
Z/15Z. This is not hard as we can see in the following proposition.
Proposition 7. Let T = Z/14Z or Z/15Z. There are infinitely many quartic
fields K such that there exists infinitely many elliptic curves over K having T as
a subgroup.
Proof. We are done once we have proven that there are infinitely many quartic
fields K such that the elliptic curve X1(n)(K), where n = 14 or 15, has positive
rank. It is easy to prove (see for example [8, Lemma 3.4 b)]) that the rank of an
elliptic curve goes up in infinitely many quadratic extensions. Then it also goes
up in infinitely many biquadratic fields.
Corollaries 4 and 6 and Proposition 7 prove part 1 of Theorem 1.
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4 Exceptional pairs for torsion Z/11Z, Z/2Z ⊕ Z/10Z
and Z/2Z⊕ Z/12Z
It is not hard to prove that there is finitely many exceptional pairs (T,K) when
T = Z/11Z, Z/2Z ⊕ Z/10Z or Z/2Z ⊕ Z/12Z and K is a quartic field. In fact a
much more general statement holds.
Proposition 8. Suppose n is an integer and T is a torsion group such that for
every divisor d of n there exists no exceptional pairs (T, F ) where F is a field of
degree d. Then there is finitely many exceptional pairs (T,K), where K is a field
of degree n.
Proof. The proof is a variation of the reasoning used in the proof of Proposition
2 (or [6, Lemma 3.3]) and relies on the fact that the torsion of an elliptic curve
over a number field F gets larger in only finitely many cyclic extensions of F .
The details are left as an exercise for the reader.
We are left to determine, for each T = Z/11Z, Z/2Z⊕Z/10Z or Z/2Z⊕Z/12Z,
whether there exists an exceptional pair (T,K) at all.
As mentioned in the introduction, this amounts to finding all the quartic fields
K such that the corresponding modular curve X1(m,n) has noncuspidal torsion
points and rank 0.
To find over which quartic fields the torsion of X1(m,n) gets larger, we use
division polynomials and Galois representations attached to X1(m,n). For a
definition and more information on division polynomials see [22]. We denote by
ψn the n-th division polynomial, which satisfies that, for a point P on an elliptic
curve in Weierstrass form, ψn(x(P )) = 0 if and only if nP = 0. Note that for
even n one has to work with ψn/ψ2 to get a polynomial in only one variable.
Let E[n] denote the n-th division group of E over Q and let Q(E[n]) be the n-
th division field of E. The Galois group Gal(Q/Q) acts on E[n] and gives rise to
an embedding φn : Gal(Q(E[n])/Q) →֒ GL2(Z/nZ) called a Galois representation
associated to E[n]. It is not hard to see that if n is an odd prime and φn is
surjective, then a field over which a point of order n is defined is of degree ≥ 8.
For n = 2, if φn is surjective, then a point of order 2 will be defined over a cubic
field and the complete 2-torsion will be defined over a sextic field, but there will
be no new 2-torsion over any quartic field.
For an elliptic curve without complex multiplication, this embedding is sur-
jective for all but finitely many primes [18]. The primes for which this embedding
is possibly not surjective can be computed in SAGE [21].
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We start with T = Z/11Z. The elliptic curve X1(11) is 11A3 in Cremona’s
tables [4] has an affine model
y2 − y = x3 − x2.
Note that X1(11)(Q) ≃ Z/5Z, where all 5 rational torsion points are cusps,
and that X1(11) does not have complex multiplication (CM).
We prove the following result.
Theorem 9. There are no exceptional pairs (Z/11Z,K), where K is a quartic
field.
Proof. We compute that X1(11) has a surjective Galois representation φp for all
primes p 6= 5.
The polynomial ψ5 factors into a product of two factors of degree one (cor-
responding to the rational 5-torsion points) and one factor of degree 10. Hence
there are no additional 5-torsion points over quartic fields.
It remains to check the 25-torsion. The polynomial ψ25 has 2 degree 1 factors
(corresponding to the rational 5-torsion), 2 factors of degree 5, 1 of degree 10, 2
of degree 20 and 1 of degree 250. Hence there are no quartic 25-torsion points.
We conclude that the torsion of X1(11) stays Z/5Z over all quartic fields.
Now we examine the torsion group Z/2Z ⊕ Z/10Z. The modular curve
X1(2, 10) is 20A2 in [4], is a non-CM curve and has an affine model
y2 = x3 + x2 − x,
and X1(2, 10)(Q) ≃ Z/6Z.
Theorem 10. There is exactly one elliptic curve with torsion Z/2Z ⊕ Z/10Z
over Q(
√
2i+ 1). There are no exceptional pairs (Z/2Z⊕ Z/10Z,K) where K 6=
Q(
√
2i+ 1) is a quartic field.
Proof. First we compute that φp is surjective for all primes p 6= 2, 3.
The polynomial ψ3 factors as a product of a linear polynomial corresponding
to the rational 3-torsion points and a degree 3 polynomial. Hence there are no
additional quartic 3-torsion points.
The polynomial ψ9 has all factors of degree 9 or larger if we exclude the factors
of ψ3, and thus there are no 9-torsion points over a quartic field.
As there is 1 point of order 2 in X1(2, 10)(Q), we know that the complete
2-torsion is defined over one quadratic field. That quadratic field is in our case
Q(
√
5). However, as it was proved in [9], all the points on X1(2, 10)(Q(
√
5)) are
cusps.
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Next we factor
ψ4 = x(x
2 + 1)(x2 + x− 1)(x4 + 2x3 − 6x2 − 2x+ 1).
The factor x comes from the Q-rational 2-torsion, (x2+x−1) from the remaining
2-torsion points (defined over Q(
√
5)). The number field F generated by the
polynomial x4+2x3−6x2−2x+1 has Q(√5) as a subfield, andX1(2, 10)(F )tors ≃
X1(2, 10)(Q(
√
5))tors, so we conclude that all points in X1(2, 10)(F )tors are cusps.
We now examine the points coming from the factor x2 + 1. We see that
the points corresponding to this factor are defined over the quartic field K =
Q(
√
2i+ 1). We find that X1(2, 10)(K)tors ≃ Z/12Z and rank(X1(2, 10)(K)) =
0. One checks that the additional torsion points are not cusps, and that all the
points generate the same curve
EZ/2Z⊕Z/10Z : y
2 + (w2 + 3)xy − 8y = x3 + (2w2 + 2)x2, (2)
where w2 = 2i+1. Note that the j-invariant of this elliptic curve is 1728 and the
rank is 0. Thus we have constructed an exceptional pair (EZ/2Z⊕Z/10Z ,Q(
√
2i+ 1)),
and we see that this is actually the only one.
Note that we can easily check that Z/2Z⊕Z/10Z is the complete torsion group
of the curve EZ/2Z⊕Z/10Z from (2). Part 3 of Theorem 1 follows from Theorem
10.
Finally we examine the torsion group Z/2Z ⊕ Z/12Z. The modular curve
X1(2, 12) is 24A4 in [4], is a non-CM curve and has an affine model
y2 = x3 − x2 + x,
and X1(2, 12)(Q) ≃ Z/4Z.
Theorem 11. There are no exceptional pairs (Z/2Z⊕Z/12Z,K), where K is a
quartic field.
Proof. The strategy of the proofs is the same as in the previous two theorems.
First we compute that the Galois representation φp is surjective for all primes
p 6= 2.
The curve X1(2, 12) has additional 2-torsion points over Q(
√
3), Q(
√−3) and
Q(i), but all of them over each individual field are cusps. We check X1(2, 12) over
Q(ζ12), the field containing the three mentioned fields as subfields, and compute
X1(2, 12)(Q(ζ12))tors ≃ Z/2Z ⊕ Z/8Z, and obtain that all the torsion points are
cusps.
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By checking the zeroes of ψ4, one checks that there are no other quartic
4-torsion points on X1(2, 12).
By checking the 8-torsion points, we find the field K generated by a root of
the polynomial x4 + 4x3 − 6x2 + 4x+ 1, and compute X1(2, 12)(K)tors ≃ Z/8Z.
But again all the torsion points are cusps.
One easily checks that there are no quartic 16-torsion points, and thus there
are no exceptional pairs with torsion Z/2Z ⊕ Z/12Z.
5 Exceptional pairs for torsion Z/3Z ⊕ Z/9Z, Z/4Z ⊕
Z/8Z and Z/6Z⊕ Z/6Z
Although models of modular curves parameterizing the torsion groups T =
Z/3Z ⊕ Z/9Z, Z/4Z ⊕ Z/8Z and Z/6Z ⊕ Z/6Z were found in [3], equations for
elliptic curves that arise from points on these modular curves were not given
there.
Below we find the equations of the mentioned modular curves that we obtain
in a slightly different way than in [3]. Also, we give the moduli spaces of elliptic
curves with all the mentioned torsion groups except for T = Z/3Z ⊕ Z/9Z. We
do this both to make life easier for the reader and also because we believe that
this can independently be of interest. For the case T = Z/3Z⊕ Z/9Z, we obtain
the corresponding modular curve, and the map from the general elliptic curve
E containing T to X1(3, 9), but not its inverse. However, in explicit examples,
we were able to find elliptic curves containing T from a point on X1(3, 9), by
computing the fiber of the map from E to X1(3, 9).
As mentioned in the introduction, one can see from [7, Proposition 2.7.] that
all three curves have genus 1. We proceed to first construct affine models of these
curves.
Lemma 12. The modular curve X1(3, 9), defined over Q(
√−3), has an affine
model
X1(3, 9) : y
2 + y = x3.
Proof. We start by taking a generic elliptic curve with 9-torsion over a number
field K ⊃ Q(√−3) [10, Table 3],
E(t) : y2 + (−t3 + t2)xy + (t2 − t+ 1)(t3 − t2)y = x3 + (t2 − t+ 1)(t3 − t2)x2,
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where t ∈ K, such that ∆(E(t)) 6= 0. We now factor the 3-division polynomial
of this curve and obtain that for the curve to have additional points of order 3
over some field K is equivalent to the equation
x3 + (1/3t6 − 2t5 + 3t4 − 7/3t3 + t2 + 1/3)x2+
+ (1/3t9 − 4/3t8 + 2t7 − 4/3t6 − 2/3t5 + 2t4 − 5/3t3 + 2/3t2)x+ (3)
+1/3t12−5/3t11+13/3t10−22/3t9+26/3t8−22/3t7+13/3t6−5/3t5+1/3t4 = 0
having a solution over K (x in equation (3) is the x-coordinate of the additional
3-torsion point).
We now prove that, if an elliptic curve E over K ⊃ Q(√−3) has a point Q
of order 3, and if the x-coordinate u of a point P = (u, v) ∈ E[3](K), P 6∈ 〈Q〉, is
in K, so is the y-coordinate v. Suppose the opposite, v 6∈ K. Then v ∈ L, where
[L : K] = 2. Let σ be the generator of Gal(L/K). As 2P = −P , it follows that
x(2P ) = x(P ) and σ(P ) = −P = 2P . Let w be the Weil pairing on E[3] = 〈P,Q〉,
and w(P,Q) = ζ, where ζ is some primitive third root of unity. But σ(ζ) = ζ and
σ(w(P,Q)) = w(σ(P ), σ(Q)) = w(2P,Q) = ζ2, which is a contradiction. Thus
the existence of a solution of equation (3) is a sufficient condition for all of E[3]
to be defined over K.
We next compute the projective model (using MAGMA [2]) of the curve (3)
Y 12 − 5Y 11Z +XY 9Z2 + 13Y 10Z2 − 4XY 8Z3 − 22Y 9Z3+
+X2Y 6Z4 + 6XY 7Z4 + 26Y 8Z4 − 6X2Y 5Z5 − 4XY 6Z5−
− 22Y 7Z5 + 9X2Y 4Z6 − 2XY 5Z6 + 13Y 6Z6 − 7X2Y 3Z7+ (4)
+6XY 4Z7 − 5Y 5Z7 + 3X2Y 2Z8 − 5XY 3Z8 + Y 4Z8+
+3X3Z9 + 2XY 2Z9 +X2Z10 = 0,
and using (1 : 0 : 0) as a basepoint construct the elliptic curve (again using
MAGMA)
y2 + 6xy − 81y = x3 − 36x2 + 486x− 2187,
which is isomorphic to
y2 + y = x3.
Note that the elliptic curve X1(3, 9) is 27A3 in [4].
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Lemma 13. The modular curve X1(4, 8), defined over Q(i), has an affine model
X1(4, 8) : y
2 = x3 − x.
Proof. We start by taking a generic elliptic curve containing torsion Z/2Z⊕Z/8Z
over a number field K [10, Table 3], which has the form
E(t) : y2 = x
(
x+
(
t2 − 1)2)
(
x+
(
4t2
t2 − 1
)2)
where t ∈ K, such that ∆(E(t)) 6= 0. The point of order 2 that is not by default
divisible by 2 is (−16t4/(t4−2t2+1), 0). One can see that for it to be divisible by
2 in a number field K (which implies that E(t) contains torsion Z/4Z⊕Z/8Z), by
the 2-descent Theorem [11, Theorem 4.2., p. 85], it is equivalent to the expression
(
t2 + 1
t2 − 1
)2
(t2 − 2t− 1)(t2 + 2t− 1)
being a square. So this is equivalent to
s2 = (t2 − 2t− 1)(t2 + 2t− 1) (5)
having a point such that E(t) is not a singular curve. The curve (5) is isomorphic
to
X1(4, 8) : y
2 = x3 − x.
Note also that E(t) has to be defined over a field containing Q(i) for it to have
torsion Z/4Z⊕ Z/8Z.
Note that the elliptic curve X1(4, 8) is 32A2 in [4].
Lemma 14. The modular curve X1(6, 6), defined over Q(
√−3), has an affine
model
X1(6, 6) : y
2 = x3 + 1.
Proof. We first start with a generic elliptic curve containing Z/3Z ⊕ Z/6Z over
Q(
√−3) [17, 4.9., pp.47], which has the form
E(t) : y2+2(9t2−30t2+60t−40)xy−144(3t−2)(3t2+4)(3t2−6t+4)(t−2)3y =
14
= x3 − 16(3t − 2)(3t2 + 4)(3t2 − 6t+ 4),
where t ∈ Q(√−3) such that E(t) is not singular. For E(t) to have complete
2-torsion it is necessary for it to have a square discriminant and this translates
to
s2 = 2t(3t2 − 6t+ 4),
which is isomorphic to
y2 = x3 + 1.
Note that the elliptic curve X1(6, 6) is 36A1 in [4].
We can also work backwards in Lemma 13 to obtain an explicit description
of the universal elliptic curve over X1(4, 8) over any number field K containing
Q(i).
Proposition 15. All elliptic curves containing Z/4Z⊕Z/8Z over some number
field K containing Q(i) are of the form
E(t) : Y 2 = X
(
X +
(
t2 − 1)2)
(
X +
(
4t2
t2 − 1
)2)
where t = y/(x− 1), and (x, y) is a point on
X1(4, 8) : y
2 = x3 − x
over K, such that ∆(E(t)) 6= 0. The cusps on X1(4, 8) are exactly the points such
that ∆(E(t)) = 0.
In the same way, we can work our way backwards in Lemma 14 and obtain an
explicit description of the universal elliptic curve over X1(6, 6) over any number
field containing Q(
√−3).
Proposition 16. All elliptic curves containing Z/6Z⊕Z/6Z over some number
field K containing Q(
√−3) are of the form
Y 2 + a(t)XY + b(t)Y = X3 + c(t)X2,
where
a(t) = 16/3t3 − 32/3t2 + 128/3t − 64/3,
b(t) = −4096/27t8 + 20480/27t7 − 4096/3t6 + 65536/27t5−
−180224/27t4 + 32768/3t3 − 262144/27t2 + 131072/27t,
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c(t) = 16/3t3 − 32/3t2 + 128/3t − 64/3,
and t is the x-coordinate of a noncuspidal point on
X1(6, 6) : y
2 = x3 + 1
over K. The cusps on X1(6, 6) satisfy
x(x− 2)(x+ 1)(x2 − x+ 1)(x2 + 2x+ 4) = 0.
Remark 3. Unfortunately, we are unable to do the same and work back
through Lemma 12, since the map used to obtain X1(3, 9) from the projective
curve (4) is very complicated and we were unable to compute its inverse.
Remark 4. Note that although infinitely many elliptic curves containing
Z/4Z⊕Z/8Z and Z/6Z⊕Z/6Z have already been constructed in [8], in Proposi-
tions 15 and 16 we have actually done much more; we computed all such curves.
Using [8] one can obtain one curve with given torsion per quartic field, while
Propositions 15 and 16 yield infinitely many.
As X1(3, 9), X1(4, 8) and X1(6, 6) have complex multiplication, their Galois
representations φp are not surjective for infinitely many primes. Thus we cannot
apply the methods we used in the previous section.
However, we can use the following lemma.
Lemma 17. The modular curves X1(3, 9) and X1(6, 6) have no points of prime
order p > 7 over any quadratic extension of Q(
√−3) and X1(4, 8) has no points
of prime order p > 5 over any quadratic extension of Q(i).
Proof. From [16] and [19] it follows that in our setting φ(e) ≤ 2w, where e is the
exponent of the torsion group (over a quadratic extension of the CM field) and
w is the number of roots in the CM field.
After observing that all of the curves already have a point of order 3 or 4 over
their CM fields, the statement of the lemma follows.
Theorem 18. There are no exceptional pairs (Z/3Z ⊕ Z/9Z,K), where K is a
quartic field.
Proof. Note that, by the Weil pairing an elliptic curve with complete 3-torsion
has to be defined over some extension of Q(
√−3). We first note that
X1(3, 9)(Q(
√−3)) ≃ Z/3Z⊕ Z/3Z
and that all the points are cusps.
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By Lemma 17, we only need to examine the p-primary torsion for p ≤ 7.
As X1(3, 9)(Q(
√−3)) has no 2-torsion, it does not have any 2-torsion over any
quadratic extension of Q(
√−3).
We factor ψ5, ψ7 and ψ9 and see that all their factors (apart from the ones in
ψ9 corresponding to ψ3) have degree ≥ 3.
Thus
X1(3, 9)(K)tors = X1(3, 9)(Q(
√−3))tors,
for all quadratic extensions K of Q(
√−3).
Theorem 19. There are no exceptional pairs (Z/4Z ⊕ Z/8Z,K), where K is a
quartic field.
Proof. We compute X1(4, 8)(Q(i))tors ≃ Z/2Z ⊕ Z/4Z. By Lemma 17, we need
to check only the 2, 3 and 5-primary torsion. The polynomial ψ3 is irreducible,
hence there is no 3-torsion over any quadratic extension of Q(i).
The 5-division polynomial ψ5 has two degree 2 factors t
2 + 1/5(−2i− 1) and
t2 + 1/5(2i − 1), but we check that the torsion of X1(4, 8) does not increase in
the extensions of Q(i) generated by these polynomials.
We factor the 4-division polynomial and obtain two factors of degree 2, t2 −
2t− 1 and t2+2t− 1, which generate the same extension, Q(i,√2). We compute
X1(4, 8)(Q(i,
√
2))tors ≃ Z/4Z⊕Z/4Z, so we have 8 additional torsion points. But
by checking the curves generated by these points, we see that all the obtained
curves are singular, hence all the points in X1(4, 8)(Q(i,
√
2))tors are cusps.
By factoring the 8-division polynomial, we find that all the factors either
correspond to ψ4 or are of degree greater than 2.
Theorem 20. There are no exceptional pairs (Z/6Z ⊕ Z/6Z,K), where K is a
quartic field.
Proof. Note that, by the Weil pairing an elliptic curve with complete 3-torsion
has to be defined over some extension of Q(
√−3). We first note that
X1(6, 6)(Q(
√−3)) ≃ Z/2Z⊕ Z/6Z
and that all the points are cusps. By Lemma 17, we again need only to study
the p-primary torsion for p ≤ 7. As in the proofs of Theorems 18 and 19, by
examining the factorizations of ψn for n = 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9 we see that
X1(6, 6)(K)tors = X1(6, 6)(Q(
√−3))tors,
for all quadratic extensions K of Q(
√−3).
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Part 3 of Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 9, 11, 18, 19 and 20. Part 4 of
Theorem 1 is a trivial consequence of Faltings’ theorem.
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